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AROUND TOWN
Breakfast With Santa 2011
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World AIDS Day, Dec. 1:
Will 2011’s Magic Johnson
Please Stand Up?
DECEMBER 1 - DECEMBER 7, 2011

Vol. 44 No. 14

Enjoying Breakfast with Santa in 2009

ST. PETERSBURG - St.
Petersburg Alumnae Chapter
of Delta Sigma Theta, Inc. will
proudly present Breakfast with
Santa 2011 Saturday, Dec. 3
beginning at 8 a.m. at the
S a l v a tion Ar m y (C itadel

Corps) Community Center,
3800 9th Avenue North, St.
Petersburg. D el t as h av e
proudly hosted Breakfast with

SANTA

continued on pg. 9

The Alumni Singers Annual
Christmas Concert

Alumni Singers 2010

Sunday, December 18, 4
p.m. at Lakewood United
Methodist Church, 5995 Dr.
MLK Street South, St.
Petersburg. In addition to the
singers' signature African
American Spirituals in their
distinctive style, the concert

will feature Joy to the World,
an arrangement of the bestloved carols under the direction
of S amue l L . Hay wo o d .
Narrating the story of the birth
of Jesus and the wonder of the
first Christmas night will be
Rev. Frederick Terry.

Dr. Carter G. Woodson
African American Museum
Annual Tree Lighting

ST. PETERSBURG - The
D r. Car ter G . Woodson
African-American Museum
will host its annual Tree
Lighting celebration in their
Legacy Garden, 2240 Ninth
Ave. S. in St. Petersburg,

Sunday, Dec. 4, beginning at
6:30 p.m.
Carols will be performed
by local artists and jolly old St.
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BY KELLEE TERRELL
SPECIAL COMMENTARY

WASHINGTON D.C. (TriceEdneyWire.com) - It was the
disclosure heard around the world.
On November 7, 1991, Earvin
“Magic” Johnson, then only 32
years old, stepped up to the microphone, addressed the press and
uttered the words, “Because of the
HIV virus that I have attained, I will
have to retire from the Lakers today.
I just want to make clear, first of all,
that I do not have the AIDS disease
... but the HIV virus.”
In “HIV/AIDS in Black
America: The Uphill Battle,” I wrote
about my experience hearing Magic
make this announcement. I was in
the eighth grade at O.W. Huth
Middle School in Matteson, Ill. We
were in gym class when, all of a

sudden, our teacher told us to stop
playing, get in two lines and be very
quiet. A few minutes later, over the
speaker system, the principal played
this press conference.
I was completely shocked.
Growing up, all I “knew” about HIV
was that it was a White disease, and
a gay one — except for Ryan White,
who somehow contracted the virus
through a blood transfusion. I was
under the impression that this was
not something that black folks, especially straight Black men, had to
worry about.
While Magic’s disclosure had
a vast and varying impact on all of
us at that time, the most amazing
contribution that it brought about
was that it diversified the face of
HIV. This single act of bravery
was needed, because by that time,
the disease was indeed quite

St. Petersburg, Florida

Earvin "Magic" Johnson

black, there was just very little
media coverage focused on it.

AIDS

continued on pg. 12

The Florida Courier And Daytona Times
Win Six Tampa Black Journalists’ Awards
FROM STAFF REPORTS
THE FLORIDA COURIER
OLDSMAR - The Florida
Courier and Daytona Times
took home six first-place
trophies last week from the
Tampa Bay Association of
Black Journalists’ Griot Drum
Awards & Scholarship Banquet
held at the Nielsen headquarters
in Oldsmar.
Journalists working at news
agencies with circulations less
than 100,000 and more than
100,000 were recognized for
outstanding reporting and photography in 2010 showcasing
the life, times and stories of
Blacks in Tampa Bay and
Central and East Florida. The
Florida Courier and its sister
publication, the Daytona Times
in Daytona Beach, competed in
the print category for circulations less than 100,000.
The Tampa Bay organiza-

tion, which hands out the Griot
Drum Awards annually, is an
affiliate of the National
Association of Black
Journalists. It is made up of
journalists from Hillsborough,
Pinellas, Sarasota, Pasco, Polk
and Manatee counties.
A griot is a West African
storyteller whose duty is to keep
an oral tradition and history of a
village or family.
Cherry, Gibson win
Charles W. Cherry II,
publisher of the Daytona Times
and Florida Courier, won two
Griot Drum Awards.
Cherry won first place in the
Investigative Reporting
category for his May 2010
investigative piece titled “Cruel
and Unusual Punishment’’
about the 77 young Black men
in Florida who are serving life
sentences for non-homicides.
In the Opinion category,
Cherry took first place for a

two-part column in the Daytona
Times on the historical account
of predominantly Black schools
in Volusia County and the
importance of Race to the Top
money being spent to educate
children in low-performing
schools.
For several weeks last fall,
the Courier educated its readers
about the federal Race to the
Top funds that were to be distributed in Florida schools and
how money could be used to
improve the low graduation rate
of Black children in the state.
The Community/Public Affairs
award went to the Florida
Courier staff for the series.
For a 2010 collection of
photos titled “Faces of the
Florida Classic: A Pictorial
Glance at Reunion Steeped in
Pride and Tradition,’’ the Photo
Illustration award went to Kim
Gibson of the Florida Courier.
Harper, Butler win

Florida Courier staff

Reporters at the Daytona
Times also took home two firstplace awards.
The use of the word
“Negro” on the 2010 Census
survey and in news reports
prompted staff writer James
Harper to write a story during
the week of the Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. holiday titled
“The Meaning of the Word
‘Negro’ in 2010.’’ The piece
won him a first-place Features
Reporting award.

AWARDS

continued on pg. 12

Report Card: Florida Math,
Reading Scores Remain Flat
BY CHRISTINE ARMARIO
AND BILL KACZOR
ASSOCIATED PRESS
TALLAHASSEE (AP) Fewer than 40 percent of
Florida’s fourth- and eighthgrade students have scored at
the proficient or advanced
levels in math and reading,
according to a national assessment released Tuesday.
Also known as the Nation’s
Report Card, it shows Florida’s
scores in both subjects have
remained flat since the last
National
Assessment
of
Educational Progress two years
ago. There’s also been little
change in the gaps between
minority and white students.
Florida Education

Commissioner Gerard
Robinson issued a statement
noting some bright spots in the
report
and
commending
students, teachers and school
officials for their efforts.
The results will “help us
further adapt classroom instruction to accommodate the needs
of our students,” Robinson said.
He noted Florida’s average
fourth-grade reading score was
five points higher than the
national average — 225
compared to 220. For eighth
graders it was about the same.
Thirty-five
percent
of
Florida’s fourth-grade students
and 30 percent of eighth-graders
scored at the proficient level or
above in reading.
Math scores weren’t much

better. Thirty-seven percent of
Florida’s fourth-graders were
deemed proficient or advanced
and 28 percent of eighth
graders. The fourth graders
equaled the national average
while Florida’s eighth grade
scores were five points below.
State Sen. Bill Montford, a
Tallahassee Democrat and CEO
of the Florida Association of
District School Superintendents,
said he wasn’t surprised by the
scores.
“The challenges school
districts are facing today are far
greater than they were even
five, 10 years ago,” Montford
said.
He noted the number of
students on free and reduced
lunches has increased dramati-

cally in some districts and more
parents are unemployed.
“All of that has a tremendously negative impact on the
ability of students to stay
focused and perform,”
M o n t f o r d s a i d . “ We h a v e
children who are hungry.”
Even though performance
has plateaued, Florida should

SCORES
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A knowledge of history brings a feeling of fellowship that runs through the ages — be it a territory, a village, a district, or a nation.
To live without history is likened to living without a form of memory.
To be without history is to live without roots or a past, with the present having no real foundation, and very little meaning for the future.
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Did So-Called Black Friday Trump Thanksgiving?
BY DR. JULIANNE
MALVEAUX
NNPA
COLUMNIST
First of all, I
never understood why they called it
“Black” Friday. I never saw any red,
black and green adorning the shopping
mall sales. Yes, I know that theoretically this is the day that puts stores in the
black, out of the red they’ve been
managing all year. Nearly 40 percent of
jewelry sales happen between
Thanksgiving and Christmas, and other
sales are up in the weeks that end the
year. But I’m enough of a nationalist to
resent the day after Thanksgiving being
called “black” for commercial
purposes.
Call it what you will, though, it was
a rousing success for retailers. Record
breaking, according to the National
Retail Federation. More than 226
million shoppers spent $52.4 billion
during Thanksgiving weekend. (There
are 312 million Americans, which
means that at least a few of us sat this
drama out). At least 50 million of these
folks hit the stores before midnight.

They spent an average of nearly $400
per person, undaunted by crowds,
pepper spray and long lines. When did
they find time to give thanks? And
whatever happened to the recession?
I am frankly puzzled by the hype
of post-Thanksgiving shopping and the
way so many people have shrugged off
their concerns of economic survival to
crowd the stores. At the same time, it
underlies the way that consumerism so
drives our society, our need for more,
more, more of things, things, things.
To be sure, it would make no economic
sense to put retailers out of business,
and we know that consumer spending
drives 70 percent of gross domestic
product. But there is something sad
about the crowds, the energy, and the
profligate spending that drives people
to spend part of Thanksgiving Day
standing in line waiting for a chance to
buy stuff, something tragic about some
fool pepper spraying folks for a chance
at an X-Box (I suppose I show my own
ignorance by wondering what an XBox is).
Retailers are touting their successful weekend – with spending up by
more than 6 percent from last year – as

a good sign that economic recovery is
on the way. I’m not so sure – unemployment rates remain high and there
are more than 14 million officially
unemployed people, and probably an
equal number marginally connecgted to
the labor market. Wages have been
stagnant for quite some time, and the
Occupy Wall Street movement has only
gained momentum because of the
enormity of economic misery.
But the Occupy Wall Street
movement has attracted curiosity but
hardly the interest of 226 million
people. I can’t think of ANYTHING
that gets 226 million people together.
Imagine that as many people cared
about the environment, economic
justice, or anything else. We don’t even
get that many people voting in so-called
close elections.pointing to the 99
percent at the bottom.
So how is it that we spend
Thursday counting our blessings, surrounded by friends, family, and other
loved ones, and thanking the Lord, and
then collectively spend Friday
swarming the stores. How is it that
some of us actually get up from the
dinner table and make it to the stores.

And how is it that retailers force
employees to come to work to sell
“stuff” to the rest of us in the name of
post-Thanksgiving sales?
According to those who study
spending the post-Thanksgiving sales
aren’t actually the best ones. Prices next
week, according to some experts, are
actually going to be better. And the
quality of the merchandise that was put
out there on sale wasn’t “all that” either.
Still, we swarmed the stores.
I realize that I have Grinch-like tendencies when it comes to holidays, but
the economist in me is more puzzled
than anything else at this holiday
behavior (especially the pepper spray
wielding fool). I’m also wondering if
the energies of 226 million people
could ever be harnessed for good.
I surely hope that Black Friday did
not trump Thanksgiving, but it surely
got a lot more ink than Thanksgiving.
Shopping may well be both the great
American pastime and our substitute
for religion, for industry, and maybe
even for morality. No wonder the
Chinese are planning to eat our lunch in
20 years or so. We’ll probably buy new
place settings for them at a holiday sale!

No Supercommittee Deal is the Best Deal
BY GEORGE E.
CURRY
NNPA
COLUMNIST
Although
automatic cuts in defense spending and
domestic programs are scheduled to go
into effect as a result of the congressional supercommittee’s failure to reach a
budget deal by Wednesday, those
reductions are far better than what
Republicans on the committee were
proposing and Democrats were willing
to accept.
According to the Congressional
Budget Committee, defense spending
will be slashed automatically by 10
percent in January 2013 while domestic
programs will be reduced by 7.8
percent. Additionally, Medicare
spending will be lowered by 2 percent.
Exempted from the automatic cuts are
Social Security, veteran benefits,
Medicaid and certain low-income
programs.
“No deficit deal is better than a bad
deal, and a bad deal may be the only
kind this committee can reach,” Orson
Aguilar, executive director of the
Greenlining Institute, said as it became
clear the committee of six Democrats
and six Republicans would not come to
an agreement. “As we reported this
summer in our study, ‘Corporate
America Untaxed,’ nearly all of the
deficit reduction goal can be achieved
by closing down offshore corporate tax
havens and making the richest
companies pay their fair share. There is

no need to devastate vital programs for
the elderly and other vulnerable
Americans.”
The goal of the supercommittee,
formally known as the Joint Select
Committee on Deficit Reduction, was
to reduce the budget by $1.2 trillion
over the next 10 years. As an incentive
to complete a deal, an automatic trigger
was set go into effect if the committee
failed to reach that goal, slashing an
equal amount from military and
domestic spending.
Under the most progressive GOP
proposal, if it can be called that, Sen.
Patrick J. Toomey (R-Pa.) offered $300
billion in new taxes, a far cry from an
equal split between spending reductions and new tax revenue favored by
Democrats.
What is more disturbing is that
Democrats on the committee were
willing to make concessions that would
hurt their core constituents. They
offered a proposal to reduce deficits by
$3 trillion over 10 years that included
$500 billion of savings in health care
programs, higher Medicare premiums,
and a new form of indexing inflation
that would reduce cost-of-living adjustments for Social Security beneficiaries.
The compromise deficit proposals
were to the right of the SimpsonBowles plan of last year, with minimal
revenues and as much as $600 billion in
cuts to Medicare and Medicaid, the
Greenlining Institute noted.
Greenlining, a multi-ethnic public
policy and advocacy group, wrote to
the committee in August stating that

simply closing offshore tax havens
could reduce the deficit by as much as
$1 trillion. One of its studies showed
that by using offshore tax havens, major
companies such as Exxon and General
Electric pay far less of their income in
taxes than the average American, and in
some cases no taxes at all.
Unlike Democrats, Republicans
have been steadfast in supporting their
base, which includes the wealthy and
major corporations.
According to Citizens for Tax
Justice, 52.5 percent of the Bush tax
cuts go to the richest 5 percent of
taxpayers. The Treasury Department
reports that extending the Bush tax cuts
to the top 2 percent of taxpayers will
cost $678 billion over the next decade.
GOP leaders refuse to consider
letting the Bush tax cuts expire. In a
concession to Republicans last year,
President Obama broke a campaign
pledge by agreeing to extend the tax
cuts beyond their original expiration
date. He made that agreement in
exchange for Republicans extending
unemployment benefits and the payroll
tax cuts.
There is broad public support for
requiring the wealthy to shoulder a
fairer share of the tax burden.
In an October Washington PostABC News poll, three-quarters of
Americans backed a tax hike on millionaires. A Washington PostBloomberg News poll that same month
found that more than two-thirds
supported raising taxes on households
earning at least $250,000.
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The committee seemed doomed
from inception, evenly divided with no
member willing to break party ranks.
The supercommittee’s inability to reach
a deal marks the third high-profile
budget failure over the past 12 months,
following a bipartisan deficit commission and unsuccessful talks last
summer between President Obama and
House Speaker John Boehner.
The decision to invoke automatic
spending cuts as part of raising the
national debt limit in August was
intended to pressure Congress into
making tough budget cuts. But now
that it didn’t happen both Republicans
and Democrats are looking into ways to
come up with another gimmick that
will again postpone making tough
decisions.
Republicans conveniently ignore
that fact that the deficit problem was
caused by a combination of two
George W. Bush wars, a poor economy
and two Bush tax cuts. When Bush
assumed office, he had a $128 billion
surplus. Bush, on the other, ran up
deficits every year he was in office.
When Obama assumed office, the
deficit was more than $11 trillion. An
additional $4 trillion was added under
Obama, some stemming from Bush’s
2009 budget. Overall, approximately
75 percent of the deficit was incurred
while Bush was in office. Where were
the Republican voices then?
Politicians being politicians, look
for some more political shenanigans
that will do everything except seriously
tackle our fiscal problems.

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best
lead the world from racial antagonism when it accords to
every man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human
and legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the
Black Press strives to help every man in the firm belief
that all men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
CNN’s Don Lemon Speaks
At Griot Drum Awards
BY ERSULA KNOX ODOM
SPECIAL TO THE
CHALLENGER
TAMPA - On Thursday, Nov.
17 at The Nielsen Company
headquarters in Oldsmar Don
Lemon of CNN challenged the
attendees of the Tampa Bay
Association of Black Journalist
2001 Griot Drum Awards &
Scholarship Banquet to sharpen
the power of the voice and
acknowledge the detriment of
silence.
Illustrating the power of his
point, he turned attention to the
damage that silence has caused
due to the child sexual abuse allegations at Penn State. He
suggested that there is a double
standard that needs to end.
Lemon questioned, “What would

have happened if a naked adult
man was discovered with a 10year-old girl?” The outrage and
outcry would have been swift and
loud.
Revealing something new in
a story has been his forte. It was
his story about Ernest Hooper’s
100-year-old grandmother that
led to President Obama honoring
her during his historic inauguration. He dug deeper and got to the
complete and true story about
Shirley Sherrod when others
moved swiftly to wrong conclusions about a story born from
deception.
His Louisianan professor
gave him the challenge of a
lifetime by advising him that he
“should do something more
suited for someone who looks
more like him.” Aquick survey of

the room confirmed that since he
was the only African-American
which left no doubt that the
professor was referring to his
race. He made it a point to send
copies of the Times magazine and
other memorabilia about his new
CNN job to that professor.
Disregarding the professor’s
advice, Don headed to Brooklyn
NY in his beat-up 1987 dodge
rambler with $200 in his pocket.
Suddenly submerged into a world
with Irish, Italian, and every kind
of diversity you can think of, he
was paid and educated about
diversity. He, by revealing the
something new about a given
story, educated the world about
diversity.
Recalling the number of
times he has been approached by
the “why are all the black people

CALENDAR
OF EVENTS
Courtesy of

Ersula Knox Odom stands
with Don Lemon

on television on the weekend”
question he offered another angle
to the power of your voice. He
said “you are the consumer. He
suggested a better solution to
screaming at the TV would be
sending a letter or an email.”
“Speak out for diversity; they
are our voice in the media.”

SANTA PARADE St. Petersburg's 84th Annual Lions Club Santa
Parade is Saturday, Dec. 3, beginning at 10 a.m. from Central Ave.
and 5th St. NOTE NEW ROUTE THIS YEAR: The parade travels
east on Central to 2nd St. then turns left to 1st Ave. N, turns right
and goes east along 1st Ave. N. for two blocks to Beach Drive, then
finally turns north to 5th Ave. NE, disbanding near the Renaissance
Vinoy Resort. Free family fun, bands, floats, costumed characters,
dancers and much more. Call 727-893-7441.
SNOWFEST St. Petersburg expects sixty-five tons of snow to fall
Saturday, December 3 at Snowfest, a "real" snow event in N.
Straub Park, 5th Ave. and Beach Drive NE. from 11 a.m. until 3 p.m.
Activities include a big and a little toboggan slide, climbing wall, art
tent, moonwalk, reindeer races, giant slide, glice ice skating, and
KiddyLand, an area designed especially for pre-schoolers with
inflatable games, cookie decorating, snowball toss, and more.
Wristbands cost $5 and include all activities.

Teens Need Families, Too!
BY DR. WAYNE G.
THOMPSON
SPECIAL TO THE
CHALLENGER
A few weeks ago, we shared
a beautiful story about Devon, a
16-year-old African American
teen who was adopted from
foster care last year. Devon
never gave up hope that a
family was out there,
somewhere, that would make a
forever commitment to always
be there for him. As he shared
his story, he spoke about what it
felt like to have prospective
adoptive families overlook him
because of his age. How he
attended adoption social events
only to witness families flock to
younger children. He spoke to
the lack of foster homes
available to care for teenagers
and, as a result, he spent time in
group homes while he longed to
be with a family.
Teenagers in care need
parents, too. Think back to your
own teenage years and
remember how badly you
needed love and guidance as
you navigated the transition to
adulthood. As a foster or
adoptive parent to a teen, you’ll
provide them with a strong
family foundation and give
them the security and confidence to make solid life
decisions that lead to a successful future. And remember, when
you adopt a teenager from
foster care, tuition is free to any
Florida state university, college
or vocational school – and other
benefits unique to foster teens
may also be available as well.
Families are desperately
needed to care for teens in foster
care and to make lifelong commitments to them when they are
legally ready for adoption.
Families are especially needed
for African American teens that
are over-represented in our
foster care system. If adoptive
families for our teens aren’t
found, they run the risk of aging
out of foster care when they turn
18. This means no place to go
for the holidays. No one to
celebrate their life accomplishments or help them overcome
setbacks. No one to walk them
down the aisle or pass down
family traditions to their own
children one day.
We urgently need foster and
adoptive parents for our teens in
care. If you or someone you
know has ever considered
becoming a temporary foster
parent or adopting a child from
foster care, you are urged to call

1-866-233-0790
or
visit
www.heartgallerykids.org.
Teens Transitioning from
Foster Care
More and more, Eckerd
Community Alternatives and its
system of care are able to
celebrate the adoption of foster
teens as they dangerously near
their 18th birthday. We’ve
experienced joyful occasions of
teens being adopted just days
from reaching adulthood. And
some are even adopted as
adults.
But, what happens when
teens like Devon remain in
foster care, without being
adopted, until their 18th
birthday? What happens when
they transition from foster care?
Eckerd Community
Alternatives and its system of
care partners are committed to
ensuring teens in foster care and
those exiting care have the
resources, support and training
they need to successfully transition to adulthood. Eckerd subcontracts
with
Camelot
Community Care to provide
Independent Living Services to
foster youth ages 13 to 17 and to
young adults formerly in foster
care, ages 18 to 23. These
services are designed to assist
youth in obtaining life skills and
education for independent
living and employment; to
provide youth a quality of life
appropriate for their age; and
empower youth to assume
personal responsibility for
becoming self-sufficient adults.
Independent Living Services
Independent
Living
Services (ILS) are designed to
assist youth in making the transition to self-sufficient adults
and are available to foster youth
ages 13 to 17 and young adults
formerly in foster care, ages 18
to 23. When appropriate, ILS
Specialists work hand-in-hand
with the youth’s child welfare
case manager to ensure all
youth development activities
and independent living services
are integrated and individualized for each teen in care.
Yo u t h D e v e l o p m e n t
Services (ages 13 to 17):
Youth in care complete
assessments to determine their
individual strengths and needs,
and work with their ILS
S pe cialist to d ev el o p a
Teen/Normalcy
Plan
and
Education Plan. Youth development services include life skills
training, educational field trips
and conferences on such topics
as education, vocation/job
readiness, financial literacy,

daily living skills, parenting
skills, and time management.
Youth are also encouraged to
participate in a joint transition
plan which outlines services
available to them upon their
18th birthday. Throughout their
teen years, special meetings
(“staffings”)
and
judicial
reviews are held to review these
plans/ services.
Turning 18 in Foster Care
(age 17+):
Prior to turning 18, each
youth in foster care will receive
a Transitional Services Staffing
to develop an individualized
plan in partnership with the
youth to address:
- Where the youth will live
when they turn 18 and how
expenses will be paid
- What services are
available to youth when the turn
18
- What barriers or needs still
exist
Independent Living
Services (ages 18 to 23):
Turning 18 while living in
foster care can be daunting.
Services are available to assist
young adults formerly in foster
care to achieve independence
and self-sufficiency. These
services include:
Tr a n s i t i o n a l S u p p o r t
Services are short-term services
which usually last 90 days and
are designed to assist youth in
achieving
self-sufficiency.
Services include but are not
limited to financial support,
housing, counseling, employment/job training, education
counseling/ tutoring; or other
identified services. Awards are
based on an approved budget
for the youth and availability of
program funds.
Aftercare Support Services
may include but are not limited
to emergency assistance to
prevent homelessness, as well
as referrals to community
ag en ci es an d s h o rt -t erm
financial support in other
emergency situations. Awards
are based on an approved
budget for the youth and availability of program funds.
Road-to-Independence
Program is an educational
program offering monthly
financial support to young
adults formerly in foster care
who attend school full-time and
are achieving satisfactory
progress. Awards are based on
living and education needs and
may be up to, but not exceed,
the amount of earnings that the
student would’ve earned if they
worked a 40 hr/week federal

minimum wage job. Awards are
also based on the youth’s eligibility, an approved budget for
the youth and availability of
program funds.
Local Resources Available
to Assist Foster Teens
Eckerd Community
Alternatives
Eckerd Community
Alternatives serves as the
Community-Based Care Lead
Agency for child welfare
services in Pinellas and Pasco
counties. As part of its system
of care, Eckerd subcontracts
and partners with other organizations,
individuals
and
community groups to ensure the
needs of foster teens are met as
they prepare to make the successful transition to adulthood.
Each year in Pinellas and Pasco
counties, about 100 foster youth
make this transition (turn 18)
while living in foster care. For
more information visit
www.EckerdCBC.org.
Ready for Life
Ready for Life, Inc. is a
nonprofit organization that
helps current foster youth
prepare to “age out” of foster
care and helps young adults
who were formerly in foster
care. Their website has resource
section specifically for youth, as
well as a section for community
volunteers to get involved. To
learn more visit www.readyforlifepinellas.org.
Camelot Community
Care
Camelot Community Care
is a national, nonprofit child
welfare and behavioral health
organization subcontracted by
Eckerd to provide Independent
Living Services to foster teens
ages 13 to 17 and to those transitioning from foster care, ages
18 to 23. To learn more visit
www.camelotcommunitycare.org.
Florida Youth Shine
Florida Youth Shine is a
youth run, peer-driven organization working hard to change
the culture of Florida’s foster
care system. To learn more visit
www.floridayouthshine.org.
Florida Department of
Children and Families
Every year, hundreds of
young adults set out to establish
themselves in Florida’s communities without parental guidance
or family support. Through the
Independent Living Program,
the Florida Department of
Children and Families works to
provide these young adults with
assistance they need to thrive.
To l e a r n m o r e v i s i t
www.dcf.state.fl.us.

HELP WANTED

Experienced Advertising Sales Representative
Sell advertising space, including graphic art, in The Weekly
Challenger and The Weekly Challenger On-Line.
Recommend appropriate sizes and formats for
advertising. Deliver advertising or proofs to
customers for approval. Commission pay.

Email resume to

generalmanager@theweeklychallenger.com
or call 727-896-2922 for an interview.

HELP WANTED

The Weekly Challenger
News, Copy and On-line Editor
The news and copy editor is responsible for the coverage
or assignment of news in all areas of the paper—municipal,
state, or national. The editor corrects any mistakes and
stylizes the articles to the newspaper’s format.

Education and Training Requirements:
High school courses in writing, history, political science,
and economics are vital to a prospective news editor’s position.
Since newspaper editors draw on a great deal of general
information, newspaper editors need a bachelor’s degree
in journalism in another liberal arts field, or the equivalent
of training and experience.

For information, send resume to
generalmanager@theweeklychallenger.com
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Caring
for the

Soul

BY VIKKI T. GASKIN-BUTLER, M.DIV., PH.D.
For many Christians, the Advent season marks
the beginning of the Christian Year. During Advent
we focus on the wondrous event of “the word
becoming flesh and dwelling among us.” We reflect
on what the incarnation of Jesus means to us and to
our world. Each Sunday during the Advent season
we emphasize a different aspect of the incarnation.
On the first Sunday in Advent (usually the Sunday in
November nearest to November 30), we focus on
hope. On this day we reflect on Jesus as a symbol of
hope for the world.
We light candles during advent as a symbol of
the light Jesus brought into a world of darkness.
Lighting candles can also serve as reminders to each

of us of the light that lies within. There are many
opportunities for us to shed light on situations that
seem dark or hopeless. During this Advent season
and beyond, it is my hope that we will give voice to
the light within us, offering words of wisdom,
guidance, and/or encouragement when needed. In
these trying economic, social, political, and spiritual
times, our world needs hope.
For Christians, “the word became flesh”
approximately 2000 years ago, and hope was
born anew. During this Advent season, let us tap
into that hope and let it kindle a flame within us
– caring for our souls and for the souls of those
who need it most.

Johnson Joins DHA Board
Of Commissioners
DUNEDIN – Stephanie
Johnson was sworn in as the
newest member of the Dunedin
Housing Authority’s (DHA)
Board of Commissioners at its
Nov. 15 regular board meeting.
F i l l i n g the vacant Te na nt
Commissioner seat,
Commissioner Johnson was
appointed to the board by
Dunedin Mayor Dave Eggers
and was confirmed by the City
Commission in October 2011.
DHA Board Chairman
David Kelly said, “We are very
pleased to have Commissioner
Johnson on board. Her voice as
a resident will give us greater
insight into the housing
authority’s operations, and her
fresh perspective will be an

asset as we work to develop
more a fford ab l e h o u s i n g
options within DHA’s jurisdiction.”
C ommiss i o n er J o h n s o n
said, “I am honored and proud
to be selected to serve as a
member of the DHA Board of
Commissioners. I look forward
to working with my fellow commissioners to create more accessible and low-cost rental opportunities for those in need.”
Commissioner Johnson is
28 year-old student at St.
Petersburg College, currently
pursuing a Bachelor’s degree in
banking. An area native, she
graduated from Largo High
School in 2002 and holds an
associate’s degree in business

Stephane Johnson is sworn
in as commissioner.

management from St.
Petersburg College. She also
has worked at several local
retail establishments, including
a home improvement store.
Commissioner Johnson has
been a participant in DHA’s
public housing program since
June 2011.

Let’$ Talk Money

by Roy James

How To Protect Your Family
From Financial Setbacks
We all know what it means to save for a rainy
day. But when it comes to sudden financial storms,
few of us are really prepared. Unexpected loss of
income can dampen even the best financial plan, as
many have learned the hard way during the recent
economic downturn. That’s why having adequate
insurance coverage is so important to your family’s
fiscal security.
When shopping for a life insurance policy, for
example, it’s important to understand all of the
features and benefits available to you. If you have not
shopped for life insurance products recently, you
may not realize there are some new-to-the-market
products with benefits and riders that may cover you
during your working years. Ask your financial professional about life insurance with built in safeguards
designed to help ensure your death benefit coverage
remains in place by waiving premium payments in
the event of unemployment or disability (terms and
conditions apply).
One reason many Americans may find themselves unprepared for financial hardship is the
prevalent mindset that “It won’t happen to me.” But
consider the statistics: Nearly one in 10 American
workers are unemployed, according to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics. Furthermore, three in 10 Americans
entering the work force today will become disabled
before they retire, according to the Council for
Disability Awareness.
Having adequate emergency savings, balanced
debt-to-income ratios and life insurance products that
keep you covered while you’re working – and when
you’re not – can provide much needed peace-ofmind.
Life insurance designed to go the extra mile can

greatly help strengthen your financial plan. To learn
more about life insurance that protects you during
your working years, visit www.worklife65.com
PruTerm WorkLife 65 is issued by Pruco Life
Insurance Company (where available) except in
New York, where, if available, it will be issued by
Pruco Life Insurance Company of New Jersey. Term
Essential is issued by Pruco Life Insurance Company
except in New York, where it is issued by Pruco Life
Insurance Company of New Jersey. Both Pruco Life
companies are located in Newark, N.J.
With regard to PruTerm WorkLife 65 waivers, if
the insured becomes disabled prior to age 65, policy
premiums will be waived until the insured recovers
or turns 65, whichever happens first. If the insured
becomes unemployed after the first contract anniversary, but before age 65, one continuous year of
premiums will be waived. The insured must remain
unemployed for 60 days, receive state unemployment benefits, and have been continuously
employed for a full year preceding the date unemployment began. The unemployment feature can be
used only once. The Insured Waiver of Premium
Benefit for disability and unemployment is not
eligible for conversion. PruTerm Work-Life 65 form
number PLTUB-2011. Insured’s Waiver of Premium
Benefit Rider form number TB 102-2011.
0199745-00001-00, Ed 5/23/2011, Exp 10/15/2012

Provided courtesy of Prudential. For more information, contact Roy James, L.U.T.C.F., a Financial
Professional with The Prudential Insurance
Company of America’s Sunshine State agency
located in Tampa, FL. Roy James’s private office is
located in St. Petersburg, Fl. He can be reached at
roy.james@prudential.com.

Charter School’s Early Jump
On 2012-2013 Enrollment
ST. PETERSBURG - Imagine
School St. Petersburg (ISSP)
played host to nearly two dozen
Pre-K Directors and facility
managers from throughout the
county, with the message: “Our
school is an excellent place to
provide a strong learning foundation for these pre-schoolers
preparing to enter the ‘real’
classroom”.
Angela Prince, the principal of
Imagine St. Petersburg states, “We
wanted to reach out to these
primary educators, who are the first
teachers, beside their parents, to
introduce children to the formal
learning environment”, said Ms.
Prince. “The directors were able to
meet our teachers, experience what
a Project Child lesson and
classroom feels like and, of course,
interact with our students on
campus.”
The luncheon also served as a
great way to bring together a
number of facilities that typically
“don’t play well in the sandbox

together,” as one of the attendees
said. “There are a great deal of
resources available to all of these
facilities, and it’s great that Imagine
School St. Petersburg thought to
provide a forum that brings
everyone together in a spirit of
cooperation” said Debra FiggsSanders, executive director of the
Childs Park YMCA.
“More often than not, we find
many parents in Pinellas County
still don’t know we exist, or have an
incorrect perception of what
Imagine School St. Petersburg
really is”, says Terrence Tomlin, the
school’s Marketing & Enrollment
coordinator. “That’s why it’s so
important that we have events such
as this luncheon to let people see for
themselves the great things that are
going on at our school.”
ISSP is home to approximately
430 students in grades Pre-K
through 8th, with over 100 new
students enrolling this year alone.
There are currently only a handful
of seats remaining in 4th, 5th, and

8th grade. As positive word about
the school continues to spread,
those seats are going quickly as
well.
“I can vouch for this school in a
positive way,” says Linda Lewis,
parent of 7th and 4th grade students
attending ISSP since 2008. “I have
seen the progress my children have
made … a marked difference in
their grades and behavior and, most
importantly, their ‘attitude’ about
school and learning. I credit the
teachers and Principal Prince for
this change.”
If you’re interested in reserving
a seat for your child for the 20122013 school year, ISSP will begin
accepting pre-enrollments after the
Christmas/New Year’s break.
School tours are available on
Tuesdays & Thursdays which will
provide parents the opportunity to
meet the principal, teachers, and
staff as well as see the students in
their classroom environment.
For more info please contact
the school office at 727-821-7100.
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COMMUNITY NEWS
AKA’s Midtown Small Business
Fair Set For Dec. 3
ST. PETERSBURG Members of Zeta Upsilon
Omega Chapter of Alpha Kappa
Alpha Sorority, Inc. will host a
Midtown Business Fair from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday, Dec. 3 in
the Tangerine Plaza at 1794 22nd
Street South.
The Midtown Business Fair
is an opportunity to bring
together small business owners
and entrepreneurs to showcase
and sell their products and
services.
The event will focus on
economic empowerment and
increasing community awareness
of buying local goods and
services from small businesses
which is part of the sorority’s

“Global Leadership “Through
Timeless Service” national
program initiative. Alpha Kappa
Alpha has dedicated itself to
improving the quality of life for
citizen’s
worldwide
and
promoting economic security.
The organization is led by its 28th
International President Carolyn
House Stewart of Tampa, FL.
“Every local purchase makes
an economic impact in our
community. When residents
commit to buying local they are
helping to keep more money in
our community, support and
create jobs and improve quality
of life,” said Bettye Newsome,
event chair.
The business fair is free and

open to the public.
Event supporters include the
following:
- Urb an Dev el o p m en t
Solutions
- City of St. Petersburg Small
Business Development Center
- St. Petersburg Chamber of
Commerce
- Power Broker Magazine
- Sweet-Bay Super Market
- WRXB Praise 1590 Radio
Station
Representatives from the
Pinellas County Supervisor of
Elections office will also be
available during the event to
register voters and increase
awareness and participation in
the 2012 elections.

Medicare’s Dec. 7th Open
Enrollment Deadline Nears
As the Dec. 7 deadline grows
closer for people with Medicare to
change or choose their drug and
health plan coverage for next year,
the Centers for Medicare and
Medicaid Services and its network
of partners and advocates are
available to assist with counseling
and enrolling beneficiaries on their
choices for 2012. With just weeks
remaining in the Annual
Enrollment Period, Medicare’s
popular consumer resources
www.medicare.gov and 1-800MEDICARE – are assisting beneficiaries, their families, partners and
trusted representatives.
“Seniors and people with
Medicare should act now, review
their plan coverage and compare
their current plan with other
available options,” said CMS
Administrator Donald M. Berwick,
M.D. “The important decisions
you make now can help ensure that
any changes made will be in place
by January 2012 for seamless and
uninterrupted access to your healthcare providers and medications at
your chosen pharmacies.”
CMS
recently
mailed
Medicare & You handbooks and
postcards to more than 42 million
households reminding them of the
December 7th deadline. This year,
as beneficiaries look over their
available plan options, they will see
better value in the Medicare
Advantage
(Part
C)
and
Prescription Drug (Part D) plan
benefits. Medicare Advantage
enrollees are now assured of the
same access as other Medicare beneficiaries to certain Medicarecovered preventive services at zero
cost-sharing, including an Annual
Wellness Visit.
On average,
Medicare Advantage premiums
will be four percent lower in 2012
than in 2011, and plans expect

enrollment to increase by 10
percent.
Beneficiaries with Part D
coverage who are in the coverage
gap, or “donut hole,” will continue
to receive 50 percent discounts on
covered brand name drugs thanks
to the Affordable Care Act.
Beneficiaries have seen an average
savings of $581 on covered brand
name drugs, and an additional $22
in savings on generic drugs – yet
another reason to compare and
choose the drug plan that best fits a
patient’s needs. Average premiums
for Part D prescription drug plans
will also decrease to $30 in 2012,
about 76 cents less compared to the
average 2011 premium. The
premium amount is based on bids
submitted by Part D plans for the
2012 plan year. Benefits in 2012
remain consistent with those
offered in 2011.
“Before the December 7th
deadline, we urge all people with
Medicare to focus on Open
Enrollment and compare costs,
coverage and their satisfaction with
their current coverage with options
for 2012,” Berwick said. “Once
you compare plans, if your current
plan satisfies your needs for next
year, you don’t need to do anything.
If other options are a better match
for your needs, there is still time to
change.”
Medicare’s Open Enrollment
season continues to generate high
levels of activity on 1-800MEDICARE with our unbiased
customer service agents, and our
popular web-based resource:
www.medicare.gov. People with
Medicare and their trusted representatives have used the webresources from their homes or at
counseling events around the
country. Nationally, enrollment
opportunities are available:

- Online: Since the beginning
of Open Enrollment (October 15) ,
online activities have surpassed 26
million page views across the
Medicare Plan Finder web tool and
open enrollment sections of
www.Medicare.gov
- On the phone: 1-800MEDICARE (1-800-633-4227)
continues to be an important 24/7
resource for personalized assistance
during Open Enrollment. More
than 3.4 million calls have been
handled and wait times continue to
fall within acceptable customer
service thresholds.
- Face-to-face: At Open
Enrollment events across the
country, Medicare has been
working closely with its partners
across the nation to provide counseling opportunities for people with
Medicare in their home communities. More than a thousand events
with Medicare beneficiaries have
been held across the country – and
thousands of SHIP counseling
sessions have been conducted.
CMS and its partners have shared
unbiased drug and health plan
information at senior activity
centers, through education-oriented
media partnerships and phone
banks and with other advocacy
partners in unique local venues and
faith-based communities. These
events also highlight Medicare’s
preventive services, including flu
and pneumococcal shots and health
screenings. For more information
contact your local Area Agency on
Aging, State Health Insurance
Program or other unbiased senior
advocacy organizations. Contact
information for local telephone or
face-to-face enrollment resources
and year round assistance can be
found on the back pages of your
Medicare & You handbook.

BLACK HISTORY

“Celebrating Our History Is An Everyday Thing”

Mass.Anti-Slavery Hub To
Reopen After Restoration
BY BOB SALSBERG
ASSOCIATED PRESS
BOSTON (AP) - Step into the
sanctuary of the African Meeting
House and you will walk on the
same ancient floorboards where
Frederick Douglass, William Lloyd
Garrison and other prominent abolitionists railed against slavery in the
19th century, and where free black
men gathered to shape the famed
54th Massachusetts Civil War
regiment.
Following a painstaking, $9
million restoration, the nation’s
oldest black church building is set to
reopen to the public early next
month. Beverly Morgan-Welch,
who has spent more than a decade
spearheading the project, calls the
three-story brick building the
nation’s most important African
American historic landmark.
``This space has the echo of so
many of the greats of their time ...
who were trying to figure out a way
to end slavery,’’said Morgan-Welch,
executive director of the Museum of
African American History.
Built in 1806 at a cost of $7,700,
the meeting house sits on a quiet side
street in Boston’s upscale Beacon
Hill neighborhood, in the shadow of
the Massachusetts Statehouse and
nestled among handsome brownstones and private residences.
It was one among a series of
firsts for Boston’s vibrant black
community, which by that time had
already formed the young nation’s
first black masonic order, an African
Benevolent Society and an African
school. Though designed as a place
for worship, education, social gatherings and cultural events _ ``The
Marriage of Figaro’’was once
performed there _ it secured a place
in history by becoming a headquarters of sorts for America’s antislavery movement.
Garrison formed the New
England Anti-Slavery Society in the
basement of the building in 1832.
``We have met to-night in this
obscure school-house; our numbers
are few and our influence limited;

but, mark my prediction, Faneuil
Hall shall ere long echo with the
principles we have set forth. We shall
shake the nation by their mighty
power,’’Garrison said, according to
the historical record. The words are
among those inscribed on a granite
plaque outside the building.
Faneuil Hall, a short stroll from
the meeting house, played a key role
in the buildup to the Revolutionary
War.
Douglass, who escaped from
slavery to become a leading abolitionist, made one of several visits to
Boston on Dec. 3, 1860. Historical
records reveal a gathering at which
he encouraged participants to present
ideas for ``the best way of prosecuting the anti-slavery movement,’’
listing both war and peace as
possible avenues.
As war approached, the sense of
urgency within the meeting house
heightened.
Rallies were held to urge blacks
to sign up for the 54th and 55th black
regiments that would go on to fight
in the Civil War. Volunteers came not
only from Boston but from places as
far as Canada and Haiti, MorganWelch said.
``They are preparing for war,
they are preparing for what they
know will come, they are extremely
well organized,’’she said.
The story of the 54th regiment
was chronicled in the film ``Glory.’’
The building faded in prominence after the Civil War and was
sold in the late 19th century. It would
spend the next seven decades of its
existence as a Jewish synagogue
before being purchased by the
museum in 1972.
Though named a national
historic landmark in 1974, it would
not be until 2006 that full-scale
restoration would begin.
``They had people come in and
do microscopic analysis of the all the
paint layers,’’said Carl Jay, director
of historic preservation for lead contractor Shawmut Design and
Construction. The goal was to
identify the original color and composition of the paint, a process he

PRAISE 1590 AM WRXB

LIVE HOLIDAY SEASON REMOTE BROADCASTS
WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS TO EXPIERIENCE
THE POWER OF RADIO BY ADVERTIZING ON
WRXB – 1590AM. THIS SPECIAL PRICE AVAILABLE
ONLY FROM NOV 28th THRU JAN 9th

WRXB REMOTE PACKAGE INCLUDES
A TWO HOUR LIVE BROADCAST FROM THE SITE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, PLUS 25 COMMERCIALS/PROMO’s
IN THE WEEK LEADING UP TO THE REMOTE
BROADCAST AND AN ADDITIONAL 25
COMMERCIALS/PROMO’s AFTER THE BROADCAST.
REMOTES ARE 2 HOURS IN LENGTH AND CAN BE
BROADCAST MONDAY-FRIDAY BETWEEN 10 AM & 7 PM.

likened to looking at growth layers in
a tree.
Engineers and architects also
faced the challenge of operating in a
confined space in the denselypopulated residential area, he said. In
addition to restoring the original
structure, a new wing was constructed to house elevators and other
modern amenities.
The original floorboards in the
sanctuary date back even further
than the 205-year-old building,
having already been in use for 70
years at Boston’s Old West Church
before being moved to the meeting
house when the church was
relocated. Jay attributes the durability of the floorboards to the density of
the wood used during the period.
The sanctuary’s curved pews
are recreations of the originals, based
on sketches from the time but
enlarged to accommodate average
modern day heights and weights. No
rendering could be found of the
pulpit, so it replicates others from the
time.
The restoration was boosted by
$4.1 million in federal stimulus
funds. Morgan-Welch said other
funding came from a variety of
sources, including the National Park
Service, the Massachusetts Office of
Travel and Tourism, the National
Trust for Historic Preservation and
private corporations.
Next month’s grand reopening
will be the emotional culmination of
years of effort by Morgan-Welch,
who recounts bursting into tears the
first time she viewed into the completely restored sanctuary.
``Frederick Douglass walked
here,’’she says, slowly and almost
reverently. Seated in the balcony,
reachable by the same spiral
staircase that congregants would
have climbed two centuries ago, she
reflects on what she hopes visitors
will take away from the building.
``I would like them to understand that black people in America
by 1806 had built for themselves a
mighty, elegant and embracing space
in which to worship, to educate, and
to end slavery,’’she said.

11 6 48
CA$H 3

402
787
361
DOG DAYS

REGULAR PRICE - $1590 … NOW ONLY $ 600.00
BUT ONLY FOR THE HOLIDAY SEASON
FROM NOV 28th THRU JAN 9th

YOU CAN CONTACT WRXB

Call Dianne Speights
Independent Sales Director

727-403-0144 or
727-866-6621

AT 727-866-1591 or email: ed@wrxb.us
Request Line (727) 864-1600
Office (727) 865-WRXB (1591)
3551 42nd Avenue South, Suite B-106
St. petersburg, FL 33713
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
Johnson Runs For 190 Yards,
Titans Down Bucs 23-17
left.

Titans RB Chris Johnson

BY TERESA M. WALKER
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) _
Chris Johnson and the Titans had
their best rushing day all season,
and Tennessee found a way to
win on a cold and wet day where
the ball proved way too slippery.
Neither was very pretty at
times.
The Titans aren’t complaining, not after a 23-17 victory
Sunday over Tampa Bay that
keeps them hanging around the
playoff chase.
``We need to win games,’’
Titans left tackle Michael Roos
said.
On a wet, cold day when
Tennessee turned it over four
times and forced the Bucs into
five themselves, the game was
much closer than the Titans
wanted because Tampa Bay
outscored them 14-3 off the
turnovers. Titans rookie linebacker Colin McCarthy got the
final turnover, intercepting a
Josh Freeman pass with 2:19

Johnson ran 23 times for 190
yards, and Matt Hasselbeck
converted a fourth-and-goal
when he found Damian Williams
at the back of the end zone for a
2-yard touchdown with 3:01 left.
``I just tried to buy time,’’
Hasselbeck said. ``That’s kind of
that Joe Montana, Dwight Clark
play right there.’’
Williams was working along
the back line and waving his
arms frantically beneath the goal
post trying to get Hasselbeck’s
attention before catching the
pass. Officials reviewed the play
to make sure he tapped his feet
inbounds.
``When I saw the replay, it
did kind of scare me, but in the
game, I knew that I was open,’’
Williams said. ``I was fortunate
that it worked out.’’
The win keeps the Titans two
games behind Houston (8-3) in
the AFC South with five games
to play and a game out of the last
wild-card spot.
``We have to learn how to
capitalize on the opportunities
we get early in the game, so it
won’t be such a barn burner at
the end,’’ Titans safety Chris
Hope said. ``We still have a lot of
unfinished business to take care,
and we’ll take `em one game at a
time. And the more we win, the
more we get a chance to continue
to control our destiny.’’
The Buccaneers (4-7) just

wish officials had measured to
check the distance before their
final play of the game. Freeman
thought they had picked up a
first down and was preparing to
spike the ball to stop the clock
before officials told him it was
fourth-and-inches.
Tampa Bay coach Raheem
Morris asked for a measurement,
which he didn’t get.
``I don’t know why we
didn’t get a measurement, but
still can’t be an excuse,’’ Morris
said. ``None of that stuff. You
have to go out there and execute
the play that is called.’’
Freeeman tried to sneak but
dropped the ball. He recovered it
but got only back to the line of
scrimmage. Officials ruled it was
Titans’ ball.
``I am glad they didn’t,’’
Titans coach Mike Munchak
said.
Tampa Bay now has lost five
straight and six of seven after
failing to hold a 17-10 lead after
Aqib Talib picked off a
Hasselbeck pass he returned 27
yards for a touchdown during a
third quarter that featured four
turnovers.
``We feel like we’re a better
team than our record portrays,’’
Freeman said. ``We have to stop
doing the things that have been
killing us all year long. We have
to come together and finish this
thing out.’’
The Titans also came up with

two sacks, and rookie Tommie
Campbell ran 84 yards off a
reverse on a kickoff return for a
touchdown and Rob Bironas
kicked field goals of 31, 52 and
38 yards. The key was Johnson
coming off a season-low 13
yards rushing in last week’s loss
to Atlanta, a performance that
had Munchak admitting the
offensive linemen missed some
blocks.
Johnson had 26 yards in the
first half, and he had 44 yards on
the 80-yard drive for the goahead TD against a Tampa Bay
defense that had been giving up
133.5 yards rushing per game.
``I just knew if we were able
to execute ourselves we could
have a pretty good day,’’ Johnson
said.
Notes: Johnson turned in the
fourth-highest rushing total of
the season. ... He ran for 228
yards on Nov. 1, 2009, against
Jacksonville and had 197 yards
in a loss to Houston on Sept. 20,
2009. ... Bironas missed a 42yard field goal in the second
quarter, snapping a string of 14
consecutive kicks. ... Campbell
hurt his left shoulder blocking on
punt coverage in the second
quarter, and Munchak said he
will have an MRI for what they
suspect is a sprain. ... Bucs DT
Brian Price was carted off late in
the first half with an ankle injury.
He was on crutches leaving the
stadium.

Texans, Jaguars Facing QB Questions Again

Blaine Gabbert

BY MARK LONG
JACKSONVILLE (AP) Houston and Jacksonville are
facing
more
quarterback
questions.
It matters for one. It’s moot
for the other.
The Texans likely lost Matt
Leinart for the season because of
a broken collarbone in Sunday’s
20-13 victory against the
Jaguars. The injury comes two
weeks after starter Matt Schaub
suffered a season-ending foot
injury.
The Jaguars benched rookie
Blaine Gabbert in the fourth
quarter, turning things back over
to journeyman Luke McCown.
For Houston (8-3), losing
Leinart would mean the
franchise’s playoff hopes are in
the hands of a third-string quarterback. For Jacksonville (3-8),
benching Gabbert means little in
a season in which the only
remaining question is if coach
Jack Del Rio gets fired.
Leinart injured his throwing
shoulder in the second quarter
Sunday. He said all indications
point to a broken collarbone, but
coach Gary Kubiak said X-rays

were inconclusive.
``There’s a pretty strong
possibility I probably won’t be
coming back this season,’’
Leinart said. ``It’s pretty disappointing. It’s tough to swallow,
but we’ll just move forward.
Everything that’s happened to
me, this was a great opportunity.
... It’s unfortunate, but I’m not
going to give up. It’s not my
nature. I’ll just keep moving
forward and figure this thing out
one step at a time.’’
Assuming Leinart is done
for the season, it would be a
serious setback for a team that is
closing in on its first AFC South
title. Sure, the Texans have one
of the league’s best running
games. But as Jacksonville
showed, Arian Foster and Ben
Tate will have a tough time
carrying the load against eightand nine-man fronts.
Foster ran for 65 yards and a
score, with 43 of them coming
on one carry, and Tate added 26
yards on the ground. Along with
Leinart’s perfect touchdown
pass to Joel Dreessen and a
defensive effort that included
seven sacks Connor Barwin had
four of them it was enough for
Houston to win its fifth consecutive game.
``I’m very proud of this
team,’’ Kubiak said. ``It’s hard
to win in this league, and when
you face some of the adversity
we’ve faced and will be facing
again, and to continue to find a
way to win, that’s a sign of a
very solid football team.’’
But with Schaub (foot) and
Leinart out, the Texans are down
to T.J. Yates and newly signed

Kellen Clemens.
Yates completed 8 of 15
passes for 70 yards in relief of
Leinart, doing just enough to
help the Texans win. Houston
led 20-10 at halftime, but
managed just 47 yards and two
first downs in the second half.
Del Rio benched Gabbert
after six sacks and an interception. McCown led the team to a
late field goal, but his fourthdown pass with about a minute
remaining fell incomplete.
Del Rio said Gabbert
remains the team’s starter.
``Blaine is our starting quarterback until I tell you
otherwise,’’ Del Rio said.
Of course, Del Rio said the
same thing about David Garrard
in the preseason before cutting
him five days before the opener.
And said the same thing about
McCown until benching him
after two games.
``Offensively, we just are
struggling to generate enough
productivity to have any fun,’’
Del Rio said. ``It’s tough to win
in this league when you’re not
scoring. ... We are working hard
at it, but we are just not making
enough plays.’’
Leinart, making his first
start in two years, was hit hard
by defensive end Jeremy
Mincey late in the second
quarter. He went to the sideline,
headed to the locker room for
tests and did not return.
Leinart completed 10 of 13
passes for 57 yards and a
touchdown, a 20-yard pass to
Dreessen under heavy pressure.
He got hurt on the next possession.

Yates replaced him and
drove the Texans into position
for a field goal that put them
ahead 20-10 at the break.
Jacksonville
outgained
Houston 255-215. But Josh
Scobee missed a 55-yard field
goal and Marcedes Lewis
dropped a pass in the end zone
with no one around him. It was
the latest in a growing list of
drops for the former Pro Bowl
tight end. His latest one
prompted Jacksonville to settle
for a short field goal.
Jacksonville’s
only
touchdown came on Ashton
Youboty’s 38-yard fumble
return on the opening series.
Foster fumbled for the first time
in 172 carries this season.
``There are no excuses,’’
said running back Maurice
Jones-Drew, who finished with
166 yards from scrimmage.
``We aren’t playing well. That’s
it. Teams are beating us. They
aren’t beating us because they
are outscoring us. They are
beating us because we can’t
score points on offense.
``To score six points today is
ridiculous, complete nonsense.’’
Notes: Texans WR Andre
Johnson, back in the starting
lineup after missing six games
because of a hamstring injury,
caught two passes for 22 yards.
... Neil Rackers’ 53-yard FG tied
the franchise record. ... Jaguars
C Brad Meester played in his
172nd career game, breaking the
previous franchise record held
by Jimmy Smith. ... Jones-Drew
has 1,040 yards rushing, his
third consecutive 1,000-yard
season.

No. 8 Houston,
Keenum Get More
Help From Defense

Heisman hopeful
Case Keenum

BY JEFF LATZKE
TULSA, Okla. (AP) - Case
Keenum’s defensive sidekicks
are starting to contribute more to
a spectacular season for No. 8
Houston.
Long overshadowed by the
nation’s top offense, the
Cougars’ defenders are starting
to develop a reputation for
providing key stops and closing
out games during a march
toward the program’s first BCS
bowl game.
After Tulsa pulled within
four points midway through the
third quarter Friday, Houston’s
defense allowed only two first
downs and created two
turnovers on the Golden
Hurricane’s next six drives to
close out a 48-16 victory and the
Conference USA West Division
title.
``We’re starting to play
some defense on this side of the
ball,’’ said linebacker Marcus
McGraw, who had 15 tackles.
``One thing I’ve known
throughout football is that
defense wins championships.
So, even though we’ve got a
great offense, I think they’re
going to need our help if we’re
going to get this thing done
together.’’
The Cougars (12-0, 8-0
Conference USA) finished the
regular season undefeated and
got to 12-0 for the first time in
school history. They’ll try for a
school-record 13th straight
victory next Saturday when they
host Southern Mississippi (10-2,
6-2) in the C-USA championship game and would also
lock up a spot in a BCS game if
they win.
A celebration awaited when
Houston’s players returned
Friday night from their victory
in Tulsa, and the title game
quickly sold out. More than
12,000 general admission
tickets were sold in three hours.
But the Cougars hope
there’s more ahead.
``Just looking at how they
handled things after the game, I
think they’re happy, but I don’t
think they’re satisfied,’’ coach
Kevin Sumlin said. ``I think
they’re looking forward to
playing next week.’’
The Cougars have hardly
been formidable on defense in
recent years, but ended up tying
with Tulsa for the fewest points
allowed per game (20 ppg) in a
league normally known for
shootouts. Even better, the
Cougars haven’t allowed any
opponent to score more than
seven points in the fourth
quarter all season and they’ve

allowed just 23 second-half
points over the last four games.
That makes it tough for
anyone to catch up to an
offense that’s scoring 53 points
per game.
``It makes our job a lot
easier when those guys are
playing like that,’’ said
Keenum, the nation’s top
passer with 4,726 yards and 43
touchdowns against only three
interceptions.
Houston had given up at
least 30 points per game each of
the last three seasons but is
allowing only 20.9 per game
this season. That would be the
team’s best mark since 1999.
Sumlin said his offseason
focus for the defense was to find
ways to make more third-down
stops and improve the team’s
turnover margin. He believes
some of the improvements are
related to having a year of experience now with a three-man
defensive front, after transitioning from a four-man front prior
to last season, and in defensive
coordinator Brian Stewart
adapting his system rooted in
the NFL to deal with the quarterback run game prominent in
college.
``We’ve improved all year
on that,’’ Sumlin said. ``I can’t
say enough about the defensive
plan.’’
Lately, the defense has
chipped in by keeping games
close until the offense could find
traction.
The Cougars scored just 13
points in the first half a week
ago against SMU, getting a
touchdown in the final minute
before halftime to finally get the
offense in gear.
Against Tulsa, Houston got
two red zone stops late in the
first half and limited the Golden
Hurricane to a field goal after a
third-quarter
turnover
to
maintain a 20-16 lead. The
offense then scored the final 28
points of the game to turn a
nailbiter into a blowout big
enough that Keenum was pulled
out of mercy.
The Cougars’ defense
allowed only 109 yards in the
second half while their offense
racked up 332 yards.
``Our defense kept us in the
game while we struggled a little
bit offensively,’’ Sumlin said.
``That really gave us the opportunity to get going offensively in
the second half. ... Our defense
played very well, creating
turnovers and keeping the score
down. It was a great team win.’’
And yet, the Cougars one of
two remaining undefeated
teams in the nation are unlikely
to get a shot at the national
championship because of a
weak schedule with no ranked
opponents.
``I think each time you step
on the field, you’ve got to go out
there and play to earn respect,’’
Keenum said. ``We really can’t
sit here and talk. That doesn’t
really change people’s minds,
what we say. What really
changes people’s minds is how
we play.’’
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SANTA

continued from front page
Santa for more than 20 years.
Area youth have enjoyed a
warm and hearty breakfast and a
visit from yours truly, Jolly Old
Santa and Mrs. Clause. Santa’s
bags are filled with wonderful
gifts that delight children of all
ages. Kids will have the opportunity to participate in holiday
activities and visit with Santa to
share their Christmas wishes.
Professional photos with Santa
will also be available for
purchase. Children must attend
with one parent or responsible
adult.

LIGHTING

continued from front page
Nick will be on hand to provide
special treats for tots. The
museum will glisten with the
adornment of Christmas trees

ENTERTAINMENT
Breakfast with Santa has
become a signature event for the
St. Petersburg Alumnae Chapter
of Delta Sigma Theta, Inc.
having served more than 3,000
youngsters during the history of
this wonderful affair.
The organization continues
to seek sponsors and individual
donors for Breakfast with Santa.
Please feel free to lend your
support to this worthy endeavor
by purchasing tickets for $5 per
child or by making donations to
the organization by contacting
Kathy Cason at .1.5727-7442083.
About S t . P et ers b u rg
Alumnae, Delta Sigma Theta

Sorority, Inc. – Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority is an international, non-profit organization of
over 250,000 college-educated
women around the world. St.
Petersburg Alumnae continues
to build on the rich legacy of the
Sorority’s founders, serving the
community through programming centered on the Sorority’s
five point thrust: educational
development, economic development, political awareness and
involvement, physical and
mental health and international
awareness and involvement. For
more information, visit
www.stpetedeltas.org.

and lights to include a spectacular collection of Black Santas
and Angels.
The gallery has been
magically transformed by St.
Petersburg’s own Celeste Davis.
Celeste attained her MFA degree

from
George
Washington
University and has dedicated her
time and talents to enhancing the
museum's decor for the holidays.
Free and open to the public.
For additional information
please call 727-323-1104.

Overnight Course To Jazz
Improvisation: Does It Exist?
So you’d like to play an instrument. You
fantasize yourself performing improvised solos on
your instrument of choice. Want a book that can
teach you overnight how to improvise? Sounds
good, doesn’t it? Bingo! Give yourself a gold star for
coming up with the correct answer. There’s no such
book!
If I had come up with the correct answer years
ago, I would not have wasted precious time and
money trying to purchase the “Holy Grail of Music”;
the book that teaches you how to play an instrument
overnight. I kept paying and playing, looking to find
that magic book. Well, there’s just no such
thing…period!
At one time, I even took flute lessons from Billy
Phipps, a former tenor sax/flautist with the Jack
McDuff Organ Jazz Quartet. I remember how he
constantly would say to me “Drudgery, it’s the
drudgery that you have to go through.” Maybe, if I
had checked Webster’s Dictionary definition of
“drudgery” as hard work, grind, labor and toil, I
would be improvising like a champion by now.
There are countless number of publications for
self-study to enable the student to play jazz and
improvise. I still can’t improvise worth a nickel. I’ve
tried all of the books, and my skill level still has not
improved one iota.
Somewhere, I read that when the great jazz
musician Charlie Parker first started playing, he participated in a jam session. The drummer became so
impatient with his playing that he threw a cymbal at
him. This incident caused Parker to practice with

great diligence and attentiveness, learning the blues,
and “rhythm changes” in all twelve keys. If Charlie
Parker had to deal with the drudgery of daily practice,
then by all means, I have to do the same. There is no
short-cut!
So, two weeks ago I asked myself, if I was ready
to make a sacrifice to improve my improvisation
skills…my answer was a big yes! I immediately
called my dear friends Emile and Laura De Cosmo,
authors of more than 30 books on music. These are
two great musicians who have continuously encouraged me to take lessons from either or both of them to
learn how to perform and improvise jazz on flute.
Since that phone call, I am now their new student,
and have received my first two assignments. My first
assignment is to practice sight reading and timing.
My second assignment is to read Chapter 1 in their
book “Path To Improvisation: AJazz Philosophy”.
There’s important information on improvisation
contained in the book, and I’m prepared for my new
adventure. Check with me in about six months from
now, and I’ll give a report as to my progress. Until
then …
Remember to “Keep Jazz Alive” by “Supporting
Live Jazz!”
Jazz fans – do you have any feedback? I would
like to hear from YOU! You may visit my website at:
www. rickgeesjazzjamm.com or email me at
jazzjamm@aol.com. You may also mail your letters
to Rick Gee’s Jazz Jamm, c/o The Weekly
Challenger, 2500 ML King St., S., St. Petersburg, FL
33705.

To view schedule
of events visit:
www.rickgeesjazzjamm.com
For additional information
call 727-866-1844 or
email jazzjamm@aol.com

PUZZLE CLUES
STATEPOINT CROSSWORD
THEME: 20th CENTURY
ACROSS
1. Mothball substitute
6. *”___ Whom the Bell Tolls,” by
Hemingway
9. Equal
13. Camel’s relative
14. *Baseball great Gehrig
15. ___ the tail __ the donkey
16. IRS threat
17. Unit of electrical resistance
18. Los _____, CA
19. *Moldable material that had
huge commercial impact
21. *Location of famous fall
23. *___ Francisco, site of 1906 Great
Earthquake
24. *Buddy Holly hit, “____ On”
25. *Mary ___, businesswoman
extraordinaire
28. *Belushi famously chanted this in
“Animal House”
30. Bivouac
35. Big bang theory’s original matter
37. *The “Fab Four’s” original
number
39. *Movie “_____ Recall”
40. Spanish earthen pot
41. Robin Hood’s companion
43. Vegan’s protein choice
44. What you pay to pass, pl.

46. Doctor’s order
47. Incision
48. Pearl maker
50. *Colorful building block
52. One from Laos
53. Not yet final or absolute
55. Rangers and Flyers field of play
57. *It carried Gagarin into space
60. *Chilly conflict
64. Can be used intermittently
65. The Jackson 5’s “___ Be There”
67. Nose of a missile, e.g.
68. Cleverly funny
69. Customer’s dread
70. Complete list of Catholic saints
71. Type of list
72. Marines are this and proud?
73. Swedish money
DOWN
1. *It can turn some lights on and off
2. Twelfth month of civil year
3. *Nihilistic cultural movement
4. Awry
5. Knocks on the door, e.g.
6. Farm Labor Organizing
Committee
7. Expression of amazement
8. Ballroom dance based on Cuban
folk dance
9. Under a window
10. ____-perspirant
11. *One small step for man?

12. Half the width of ems
15. *JFK to John-John
20. __ and out; on and ___
22. The day before
24. Typically filled with cheese or
meat
25. *_____ Protocol, a framework for
climate change
26. Bronze, e.g.
27. Hollers
29. Encircle
31. Rolled out for guests, pl.
32. Coral reef island
33. *Subject of “The Godfather”
34. *Demoted planet
36. Scotch ingredient
38. “Ill at ____”
42. Latin for “region”
45. Lookout man
49. Home of 2016 Olympics
51. According to the clock
54. Small boat
56. *J. _____ Hoover, of the FBI
57. Henry ____
58. Prefers
59. Comedian ____ Rogan
60. Ball of yarn
61. A drunk
62. Shakespeare’s hometown river
63. Actress ____ Sofer
64. *Domain of latter part of century
66. *Martial artist, Bruce ___
ANSWERS ON PAGE 5
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
955 20th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 894-4311

First Baptist Institutional Church

Email: info@mzprogressive.org Website: www.mzprogressive.org

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-323-7518

Sunday Worship Services .............................7:45 a.m. & 10:00 a.m.
Sunday School...................................................................9:00 a.m.
Wednesday Mid-Day Bible Study..........................Noon - 12:30 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Service.................................................6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study .....................................................6:30 p.m.
Youth Chapel Services - 921 20th Street South
2nd & 4th Sunday Worship Services ................................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer ............................................................6:00 p.m.
Bible Study ........................................................................6:30 p.m.
Rev. Louis M. Murphy Sr.
Senior Pastor

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Praise Time 10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.

Mission Statement:

Tuesday Night Live - Prayer Service & Bible Study 7 p.m.

Impact the world by equipping believers
to reach the lost with the gospel of Jesus Christ.

Come Worship With the First Baptist Family

If you are brokenhearted in spirit, unable to forgive, dealing with issues
of love, anger, deception, betrayal, lied and cheated, and kicked to the curb. Tune into this weekly
broadcast for an empowering and anointed word thru God’s Radio Angel and messenger.

ST. JOHN MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
3200 Fifth Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-1373

Early Morning Worship ................................................7:30 a.m.
Sunday School ................................................................9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship .........................................................11:00 a.m.

Wednesday Bible Study & Prayer Meeting ................7:00 p.m.
Rev. Norris L.
Martin Sr. - Pastor

Princess Denise Wright
Radio Host /
TV Personality

Friday Prayer Meeting ................................................11:00 a.m.

REV. DR. WAYNE G. THOMPSON,
PASTOR

Need Prayer: Call Matters of the Heart Unity Prayer Line ( Mon-Wed-Fri)
5:30 AM- 6:30 AM (ph# 1-641-715-3200) access code: 135478 ( hit # sign)
Sunday Radio Broadcast: WNQM-1300AM ( Nashville, TN. ) 11:45 AM - 12:00 PM
Live streaming audio ( www.wwcr.com) click WNQM
Thursday Nights: 9:15 PM - 9:30 PM ( EST)
Universal Christian Radio: www.universalchristianradio.com
Saturdays: 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM ( EST) Matters of the Heart Radio & Connecting Point
Ministries, Pastor Kisha Jordan, Radio Ministry Jackie Mc Gee
( Love, Joy, Peace & Holy Spirit Radio Ministry)

Email: princessdenise.8818@yahoo.com•727-289-2475 (bus)
www.mattersoftheheartministry.org

“Raising A Standard For God’s People In God’s Church”

“Create in me a clean heart, O God, and renew a right spirit within me.” Psalms 51:10

First Mount Zion Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(727) 327-8708
Sunday Worship Services . . . .8:00 and 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting (Tuesday) . . . . . . . . . . . . .6:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Tuesday) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .7:00 p.m.
Baptist Training Union (Sunday) . . . . . . . .4:00 p.m.
Rev. Wallace Elliott Sr. - Pastor

“The Little Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

Victory Christian Center Church

3012 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Fla. 33712
(727) 321-0911
www.victorychristiancenterchurch.com

GENESIS
WORSHIP
CENTER
CHURCH
Pastor Michael T. and
Elect Lady Sheila Culbreth

1818 29th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida
727.898.5571
Sunday Worship
11:30 a.m.

MOUNT PILGRIM MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
4000 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711 Phone: (727) 321-7375
“Returning God’s People to the Word of God”

Pastor Clark
Hazley, Sr.

Claude S. Williams, Pastor

Victory Christian Center is a Word of Faith Church. For more information about the
other services and ministries at Victory Christian Center, please call (727) 321-0911
*Nursery and Youth Services Available

(727) 898-9407
Sunday School...............................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .......................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Bible Study.....7:30 p.m.

Rev. Ronald L. Bell
Pastor

The church where
what God’s word teaches
is practiced!

Friendship

Sunday................7:45 a.m. and 10:45 a.m. Worship
Sunday School. ..............................................9:30 a.m.

Wednesday.....................Noonday Bible Study and
Bread of Life; 7 p.m. Prayer and Bible Study

Thursday..........7 p.m. Youth Enrichment - Awana

SERVICES
Sunday

Sunday School – 10:30 a.m.
A. M. Service – 11:30 a.m.
YPWW (1st & 3rd Sunday) – 5:30 p.m.
P.M. Service (1st & 3rd Sunday) – 6:30 p.m.
P. M. Service (2nd & 4th Sunday) - 5:30 p.m.

Tuesday

Morning Prayer – 9:30 to 10:30 a.m.

Wednesday

Prayer Service – 7:30 p.m.

Thursday

Bible Study (for all ages) – 7:30 p.m.

Pastor Minister Tyrone Ford
and 1st Lady Kadell Ford

4116 34th Street South
Pinch A Penny Plaza
St. Petersburg, Florida 33711

727-258-4993
www.ufcfbaptistchurch.org

Wednesday Evening Prayer ........6:30 p.m.

3300 31st Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 906-8300
www.fmbctheship.org

Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor
Elder Carson Skinner, Assistant Pastor
1137 37th Street South
Saint Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 321-0670

Freewill Baptist Church

207 - 10th Street North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

Wednesday Night Bible Study ......................7:00 p.m.
Sunday School ............................................. 9:30 a.m.
Sunday Worship Service .............................11:00 a.m.

Living, Teaching and Preaching the True Gospel
of Jesus Christ, to Save Lost Souls. Come join in with us.

20th Street
Church Of Christ

Missionary Baptist Church

Prayer Tower Church of God in Christ

United for Christ

10th Street Church Of God

Sunday School....................................9:30 a.m. - 10:30 a.m.
Sunday General Worship ......................................11:00 a.m.
Communion .......................................................First Sunday
Sunday New Member Orientation..........................9:30 a.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting .................7:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study.......................7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Wednesday Youth Bible Study ............7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday Tutoring ............................6:00 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Mission Statement
Having been led, as we believe, by the Spirit of God to receive the Lord Jesus Christ as
our Savior; and on the profession of our faith. We the people of God returning to God’s
Word, proclaiming, God’s Will in provoking His love among one another.

Schedule of Services
Sunday Worship*
10:30 a.m.
Wednesday Bible Study* -7:00 p.m.
Friday Prayer -7:00 p.m.
Intercessory Prayer - 9:00 a.m.
(except Wednesdays)

Dr. John A. Evans,
Pastor

“Serving and Saving
“Helping and
Healing”

“Inspiring and
Instructing”
“Praying and
Praising”

825 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Home: 896-8006
Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday Morning Worship .................................7:45 a.m.
Sunday Morning Bible Class.............................9:20 a.m.
Sunday Morning Second Worship..................10:40 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ...............................7:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class ............................7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Morning Bible Class ....................10:00 a.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .............................7:00 p.m.

HAS GOD CHOSEN YOU?
SAVED BY GRACE ALONE!
Southside Tabernacle Baptist Church, 3647 18th Ave. S. 327-9711
New Girl Scout Troop forming! Call for information.

Visit
Us!

SSTBC.org (website)
WRXB (1590 AM) - Sundays, 11 AM
Sunday Worship - 9:30 AM • Southside Institute of Biblical Studies - Wed. 7:30 PM

Rev. Richard Jackson
and Rev. Henry Payne
Co-Pastors
Women’s Growth Institute
holds Community
Bible Study (CBS)
1st & 3rd Saturdays
Nov. - April 9:30 a.m. - Noon
Studying Ephesians
Childcare available
for ages 2-6
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 321-6631 • www.stmarkch.org
Schedule of Services

Church School . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10:45 a.m.
Baptist Training Union . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Thursday 9:30 a.m. & 7:00 p.m.

OF

JESUS MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Church School: .....................................9:15 a.m. – 10:00 a.m.
Devotion: ............................................10:00 a.m. – 10:20 a.m.
Praise and Worship: ............................10:20 a.m. – 10:30 a.m.
Morning Worship Service: .......................................10:30 a.m.
Saints of Prayer each Monday ...............................12:00 Noon
Bible Study each Tuesday: .......................................6:30 p.m.

Van service is available by calling: (727) 327-0015
THE ROCK OF JESUS IS LOCATED AT:
3940 – 18th AVENUE SOUTH
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. Brian K. Brown

By The Word of Faith Church Inc.
558 28th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 727-328-0788 • Fax: 727-328-8460

Service Times and Schedules
EVERY TUESDAY-THURSDAY FROM 10 AM - 2 PM
COME AND GET A BAG OF FOOD ONCE A MONTH

Bishop Willie C. Sands
Evangelist Patricia Sands

THE ROCK

Wednesday Night 7:00 p.m. Empowerment Service
3rd and 4th Sunday 9:00 a.m. New Members Class
Sunday Morning 9:00 Sunday School
Sunday Morning Service 10:00
Nursery Available and Children Ministry!!!

Telephone: 727-327-0015 • Fax: 727-327-0021
Office Hours: Tuesday and Friday
9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.

Rev. Frank W.
Peterman, Jr.
Pastor

BETHEL METROPOLITAN BAPTIST CHURCH
3455 - 26th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Telephone (727) 327-0554 • Fax (727) 327-0240
E-mail: bchurch5@tampabay.rr.com Web site: www.bmmbc.org

Sunday Worship Service.........10:15 a.m.
Sunday School ..........................9:00 a.m.
Teen Summit (Wednesday) ......7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Wednesday).........7:00 p.m.

“God’s House In The City”

Rev. Rickey L. Houston, Pastor

CHURCH NEWS
Mt. Zion Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church
“Impact the world by
equipping believers to reach the
lost with the gospel of Jesus
Christ.”
Attention: Young Adults (18
– 25) our REACH Ministry
invites you to join the Tuesday
evening bible study weekly at 7
p.m. in the Youth Education
Building located at 921 20th St.
The Children and Youth
Ministries has a variety of social
outlets for ages 6-18. Your child
can learn basic Christian values
through Scouting. Cub and Boy
Scouts meet every Monday at

6:30 p.m. Girl Scouts meet
every 1st , 3rd & 5th Monday at
6:30 p.m.
Is your child interested in
music? Try our Community
Marching Band and Flag Corp
under the direction of Mr. Deon
Bryant. Contact the church at
894-4311 for more information.
Lunch Time Bible Study
each Wednesday at noon. We
invite you for an interactive
study for just 30 minutes in the
main sanctuary. Open to the
public.
We invite you, your family

and friends to join us for weekly
uplifting and spirit filled
worship services every Sunday,
at 7:45 a.m. and 10 a.m. Teen
Services are held every 2nd, 3rd
& 4th Sunday at 10 a.m. in the
Youth Chapel.
Visit us on the web: mzprogressive.org and like us on
FACEBOOK for other ministry
activities and events.
Mt.
Zion
Progressive
Missionary Baptist Church,
955 20th St. S. Phone: 727-8944311. www.mzprogressive.org.

Elim Seventh-Day Adventist
Church and School
FREE BIBLE PROPHECY
SEMINAR: AMERICA & THE
MARK OF THE BEAST
The
Elim
Seventh-day
Adventist Church will be
hosting a Bible Prophecy
Seminar, Friday, Dec. 9 and
Saturday, Dec. 10. There are
four sessions: (1) America & the
Mark of the Beast – Friday 7
p.m. (2) The Mark of the Beast
Experienced – Saturday 11 a.m.
(3) The Mark of the Beast
Identified – Saturday 2 p.m. (4)
The Mark of the Beast Enforced
– Saturday 4 p.m.
This event is free to
everyone, refreshment will be
provided, and free gifts will be
available to some who attend. If
you have questions about this
event, or you live in St.
Petersburg and are in need of
transportation to the event,
please call the church at 727327-2374, or Pastor Jim Davis
at 786-444-0613.
The
Elim
Seventh-day
Adventist Church is located at

4824 2nd Ave. S., St.
Petersburg, Fl. 33711 (at the
corner of 49th Street and 2nd
Ave. South).
RADIO MINISTRY
Tune in to our weekly Radio
Broadcasts: (1) This We
Believe, which is aired every
Saturday Mornings from 10:3011 and (2) Hope Faith & Truth,
which is aired each Sunday
Morning from 10-10:30. Both
programs can be heard on Praise
1590 AM and 96.5 FM WRXB,
or on the Web @ www.wrxb.us.
If you have questions about
any of the programs, or would
like to learn more about the
Bible, write to Pastor Jim R.
Davis, 4824 2nd Ave. S. St.
Petersburg, FL 33711.
ELIM JUNIOR ACADEMY
AND DAYCARE CENTER
The Elim Junior Academy
and the Elim Child
Development Center are still
accepting students. Our warm
and family friendly environment will provide the assurance

you need to be convinced that
Elim is the place for your child.
Call 727-327-8651 today and
speak with our principal, Mrs.
Lawanna McCoy, Ms. Delores
Smith, or visit us at 4824 2nd
Avenue, South, St. Petersburg,
33711.
FOOD DISTRIBUTION
Every Tuesday morning at
10, the Elim Seventh-day
Adventist Church distributes
free food items to the
community.
Everyone
is
welcomed, while the supplies
last. No income verification is
need, and no one is turned away
while there is food.
HOT LUNCH
Every Saturday afternoon at
1:30 p.m., a Free Hot Lunch is
served to members of the
community. This takes place at
the Church facility. There are no
restrictions as to who may
come; the food is free to all who
have needs. Please feel free to
stop by and have a meal with us!

Church News
due by 4:00 p.m. on
Monday of each week

St. Mark Missionary Baptist Church
The St. Mark Missionary
Baptist Church, its pastor, the
Reverend Brian K. Brown, its
official staff of Deacons and
Trustees, and the entire congregation, extends to the
community at large, its wish
that there would be an overflowing of God’s blessings
upon their lives. St. Mark is
grounded in a Christ-centered
doctrine that has as its central
theme, a belief that we are a
haven of hope, help, and
healing for a world hungering
for and thirsting after the
enlightened word of God. At
St. Mark, we are Christians
willing to work and partner in

unity, praising God for His
awesome gift, His son Jesus
Christ.
Coming in the month of
December
Dec. 10 - Christmas with
the Community, 11 a.m. - 2
p.m.
Also at St. Mark …
Sunday School is held for
both children and adults of all
ages. Sunday School starts
each Sunday at 9:30 a.m. All
are invited to come out and
join us.
Baptist Training Union is
each Sunday at 5 p.m.
Members and the general
public are invited to study the

Bible with us and learn “What
Baptists Believe.”
Children
and
Youth
Ministry Meetings are held
every Monday at 6 p.m.
Children in the community are
welcome to join us.
Young Adult Ministry
every Monday from 6:30 p.m.
(Bible Study).
Sunday School Teachers’
Meeting is held every Tuesday
at 7 p.m.
Senior Hour of Power
Bible Study is held every
Thursday at 9:30 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Study every Thursday at
7 p.m.

First Mt. Zion Missionary
Baptist Church
IT’S BACK!!
Ladies and Gentlemen,
Boys and Girls, just when you
thought you had seen the last
of the First Mt. Zion
Missionary Baptist Church
religious comedy “Church
Folks,” all of the characters are
back!!

Come laugh with us and
see the members from the
“Glad I Been Redeemed 2nd
Tabernacle By The Burning
Bush Praise Him On Sunday
Baptist Church”,
as
Pastor Easy Evermore tries to
keep things running smoothly.
The Deaconess Board of

First Mt. Zion cordially invites
you to come out and witness
this
funny
presentation
Sunday, Dec. 11, at 4 p.m. The
church is located at 1121 22nd
Street South, St. Petersburg,
FL.
Reverend Wallace Elliott,
Sr. is the pastor.

To God Be The Glory
Dr. John A. Evans, Sr.,
Pastor
of
Friendship
Missionary Baptist Church, St.
Petersburg,
was
elected
Friday, Nov, 11, as the
Moderator of the West Coast
Baptist Association, during the
112th Annual Session held at
the Mount Sinai Missionary
Baptist Church, Orlando, FL Nov. 9 -12.
The West Coast Baptist
Association is composed of

twenty-five churches which
expands
from
Sarasota,
Florida to Sanford, Florida.
The Motto of the West Coast
Baptist
Association:
“A
Working Association for
Working People.”
The Goal of the West Coast
Baptist Association: “To
Equip Leaders - To Educate
members - To Strengthen
Through Fellowship.”

ADVERTISE YOUR
CH URCH EVENT
C A L L F O R A Q U OT E :
727- 8 9 6 - 2 9 2 2
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STATE AND NATIONAL NEWS
Attorney: There Was
‘Culture Of Hazing’ At FAMU
LITHONIA, Ga. (AP) —
Florida A&M University had a
“culture of hazing” that led to
the recent death of a marching
band member, an attorney for
the student’s family said
Monday, Nov. 28.
Attorney
Christopher
Chestnut said the family plans
to file a lawsuit in the death of
26-year-old Robert Champion,
who was found Nov. 19 on a
bus parked outside an Orlando,
Fla., hotel after the school’s
football team lost to rival
Bethune-Cookman.
Police say Champion, a
clarinet player who recently
was named drum major, had
been vomiting and complained
he couldn’t breathe shortly
before he collapsed. Police

suspect hazing but have not
released any more details about
what may have led to
Champion’s death. Chestnut
also refused to talk about any
specifics of the death.
“We are confident from
what we’ve learned that hazing
was a part of his death. We’ve
got to expose this culture and
eradicate it,” he said. “There’s
a patterns and practice of
covering up this culture.”
Champion’s parents said
their son never told them about
any troubles with the band.
“He loved the band, and
every band he’s been in. He
loved performing in the band,”
said Champion’s mother, Pam
Champion. “My thing is to
make sure this does not happen

to anyone else; let people know
this is real.”
Since Champion’s death,
the school has shuttered the
famed Marching 100 band and
the rest of the music department’s performances, and the
longtime band director, Julian
White, was fired. Florida Gov.
Rick Scott has said state investigators would join the probe
and the college announced an
independent review led by a
former state attorney general.
The Marching 100 – whose
rich history includes performing at several Super Bowls and
representing the U.S. in Paris at
the 200th anniversary of the
French Revolution – was
scheduled to perform at the fall
commencement Dec. 16.

Tuskegee Airmen Exhibit Gets
New Home At GA Museum
WARNER ROBINS, Ga. –
The Tuskegee Airmen exhibit
has a new and upgraded home in
a museum at a central Georgia
Air Force base.
The Telegraph of Macon
reports that the museum recently
completed the move of the
Tuskegee exhibit from Hangar

AIDS

continued from front page
But as I fast-forward to the
present, a full 20 years later, it’s
quite disheartening that Magic’s
message of “black straight men
can contract HIV through heterosexual sex” has gotten buried in
our own homophobic rhetoric.
Hell, even today, people still
question whether Magic is really
gay and lying about it, because it’s
too horrifying to imagine that
straight sex can be a vessel for
HIV. So instead, we have used the
down low as a means to explain
away the alarming HIV rates
among Black women.
Think about it: How many
times have we heard women say,
“Well if my man ain’t on the down
low, I have nothing to worry
about” or men say, “Dude, I’m not
gay; I don’t need to get tested for
HIV or use rubbers.”
It’s ironic, because Magic
didn’t think he was at risk either.
The only reason he was tested was
because the Los Angeles Lakers
took out a life insurance policy on
him as protection for a 3-milliondollar loan they gave him to supplement his salary. Testing for HIV
was a routine part of Magic’s
physical exam that just happened
to garner an unexpected result.
Magic’s story often makes me
wonder just how many heterosexual African-American men have
never asked for an HIV test or
been offered one by their doctor
because they didn’t fit the profile.
How many straight Black men
have unknowingly been positive
for years and therefore gone
untreated and put their sex partners
at risk for HIV? How many find
out about their status when they
enter the prison system because
that’s the first time they have ever
been tested in their life?
These questions need to be
asked, because there are many
reasons why we comprise the
majority of the newly diagnosed
and the undiagnosed HIV cases in
the U.S. And despite the mounds

One to the World War II hangar
in the Museum of Aviation at
Robins Air Force Base in Warner
Robins.
The new location includes
the addition of a replica of a
hangar from Moton Field in
Tuskegee, Ala.
Organized in 1941, the

Tuskegee Airmen were the first
black pilots in the U.S. military.
To create the hangar replica,
a team from the museum
traveled to Moton Field and photographed a preserved Tuskegee
Airmen hangar. Donors gave
airfield support equipment from
the era to add to the exhibit.

of trustworthy scientific data that
explicitly state that undercover
brothas are not fueling HIV rates
in our community, we have yet to
collectively experience our Oprah
“Aha!” moment concerning this.
This is a fact: Straight men can
contract HIV from women and
then pass the virus on to other
women and so on. Thus, straight
men who do not get tested and
treated help spread the disease in
our community. Not to mention,
other factors — such as a lack of
access to quality health care; undiagnosed and untreated sexually
transmitted diseases; poverty;
gender
oppression;
high
community viral load; and drug
use — exacerbate the epidemic in
Black America.
Sigh. HIV has been around for
30 years and yet so many of us still
don’t get it.
Maybe more HIV organizations need to set a better example
by having more campaigns and
programs that focus on heterosexual men and condom use. Maybe
the
media,
TheBody.com
included, needs to write more
articles about straight men living
with the disease. And maybe more
health care professionals need to
check their own biases at the door
and be less worried about
offending patients and just test
them anyway.
Or maybe what we need to set
all of this into motion is another
Magic Johnson.
Someone who possesses the
same level of fame, power and
swagger as the Dwyane Wades,
the 50 Cents and the Jay-Zs of the
world, and who is willing to go
public with his HIV status. While
this person has yet to materialize,
given the HIV prevalence rate in
this country, I know he exists.
Obviously, there is a high
price for being public. Just look at
the lack of out gay and lesbian
African-American
celebrities.
Publicly disclosing one’s HIV
status could potentially mean
kissing those million-dollar sports
drink endorsements goodbye;

seeing a serious drop in album
sales in an already suffering music
industry; losing support from
one’s family, friends and fans; and
constantly having to defend one’s
masculinity and sexual orientation. But most important, it could
mean losing everything that one
has sacrificed and worked so hard
for. And such extreme loss may
not be worth playing the role of the
next great HIV poster boy.
But staying silent won’t bring
about the change that we so desperately need.
And no, I’m not saying that
some tatted up rapper rocking
jeggings who admits to being
positive is going to make AIDS
Drug Assistance Program waiting
lists disappear, or help researchers
create a cure, or even make stigma
disappear overnight. But in our
celebrity-obsessed culture, where
Beyonce’s (real and fake) baby
bump runs the world, it would be
naive of us to think that this generation’s Magic Johnson couldn’t
drastically change our perception
of this disease. Most important, a
new Magic could give other
straight Black men who are living
with HIV an affirming reminder
that they are not alone.
So then the final question
remains: What will it take for him
to come forward?
Maybe a seven-figure book
deal or a hefty payment for an
exclusive interview on ABC are
the types of incentives he needs.
Apparently, that’s how the
industry works nowadays. But
thankfully, Magic came out with
his status because he felt
compelled to. In a recent interview
with the Los Angeles Times, he
said, “It was a difficult decision
just to go public. Cookie and I had
to decide. Finally we said, ‘It’s the
right thing to do.’ And then it
wasn’t difficult.”
And he’s right — it was the
right thing to do. It’s just a shame
that, after two decades, Magic
remains the last standing famous
straight man with HIV who stood
up and spoke out.

www.TheWeeklyChallengerNewspaper.com

FAMU President James
Ammons Appoints Task Force
For Independent Probe, Fact
Gathering, Recommendations
TALLAHASSEE – Florida
A&M University President
James H. Ammons, today
announced the appointment of
members to a special, independent “Task Force” to review
issues related to the death of
Marching “100” band member
Robert Champion. The group
will be co-chaired by former
Florida
Attorney
General
Robert “Bob” Butterworth and
Chief Walt McNeil, of the
Qu i n c y ( F l o r i d a ) P o l i c e
Department.
“I am grateful that General
Butterworth and Chief McNeil
have agreed to serve this
important role during a great
hour of need for our university
community,” said Dr. Ammons.
“Their integrity and independence will guide this process to
find the truth and to recommend
any appropriate disciplinary
action, policies and procedures
to put FAMU on a stronger path
to its future.”
Ammons praised the deep
experience and stellar track
record of Butterworth and
McNeil as “essential to a meaningful, credible and thorough
review” that will lead a process
the university will rely upon “to
get the truth and to take any
appropriate action.”
Butterworth, a legendary
Florida statesman and political
leader, served four terms as

SCORES

continued from front page
increase its academic standards,
former Gov. Jeb Bush said in a
statement. Bush continues to
lobby for his education agenda,
including raising standards,
through his Foundation for
Florida’s Future.
“Now is the time to raise the
bar,” Bush said. “We cannot rest
on our first decade of success.”
Bush noted the state
currently is considering
proposals to raise standards for
third through seventh grade. He
said they also should be raised
for the eighth through 10th
grades and that more resources
be focused on early literacy.
“And investing in education
is also important,” Bush said.
“We
urged
the
Florida
Legislature to protect funding
for public education.”
Lawmakers, though, have
cut spending for public schools
in recent years.
Nationwide, 40 percent of
fourth graders and 35 percent of
eighth grade students were proficient or higher in reading.

AWARDS

continued from front page
Andreas Butler of the Times
won first place in Deadline
Reporting for his story on
former state legislator Joyce
Cusack making history last year
when she became the first
African-American elected to a
Volusia County Council at-large
seat.
“Newspapers still matter,
especially in the Black
community,” Cherry said. “It’s a
blessing for all of us to have the
opportunity to inform, entertain,
and intellectually challenge our

attorney general of Florida and
also as secretary of the
Department of Children and
Families. Earlier in his career,
he was a prosecutor, judge,
sheriff of Broward County and
reliable “troubleshooter” when
governors needed a trusted
reformer to step into a job.
McNeil, former chief of the
Tallahassee Police Department,
also served as Florida’s
secretary of Department of
Corrections and secretary of the
Department of Juvenile Justice.
He was just named honorary
president last week of the
International Association of
Chiefs of Police.
In addition to co-chairs
Butterworth
and
McNeil,
Ammons announced six additional members who have
agreed to serve on the Task
Force: Joe Oglesby, a Pulitzer
Prize-winning former Editorial
Page editor of The Miami
Herald and a FAMU graduate;
Derek Daniel, former executive
director
of
the
Florida
Commission on Human
Relations; and, John Charles
Thomas, director of
Communications and Political
Initiatives for the Florida
League of Cities, who also is
former chairman of Leadership
Florida and a former legislative
director and director of cabinet
affairs for late Gov. Lawton

Chiles; Freddie GroomesMcLendon, former executive
assistant to the president at
Florida State University; former
Sen. Alfred “Al” Lawson, who
is a FAMU graduate and the
longest-serving member of the
Florida
Legislature;
and
Tallahassee Atty. Daryl Parks,
president of the National Bar
Association and a former
member of the FAMU Board of
Trustees who served as chair of
the
Student
Relations
Committee. Parks also served as
Student Government
Association (SGA) president at
FAMU.
Ammons pledged that the
Task Force would be completely independent and supported
by the university in its work. It
is authorized to review any
related documents, meet with
and question any students and
staff – and to make recommendations for any appropriate
follow-up policies and actions
by the university president.
“In this difficult time for the
Champion family and for our
FAMU
family,
we
are
committed to making right
anything that may be wrong
within any element of our univ e r s i t y c o m m u n i t y, ” s a i d
Ammons. “The important work
of this Task Force will be
applied to creating a better, safer
and more unified FAMU.”

Scores for both grades were
about the same as they were two
years before, continuing a
stubborn trend of stagnant
reading scores. Math scores for
both grades were just 1 point
higher than in 2009.
“It’s clear that achievement
is not accelerating fast enough
for our nation’s children to
compete in the knowledge
economy of the 21st century,”
U.S. Education Secretary Arne
Duncan said in a statement.
The Florida scores also
showed a persistent achievement gap in the scores for black
and
Hispanic
students
compared to those of whites.
The gaps were not significantly
different from more than a
decade ago although in some
cases they did narrow a bit.
Robinson, though, pointed
out Florida’s Hispanic students
topped the national average in
both subjects for both grades.
Under the No Child Left
Behind Act, the wide-sweeping
federal education accountability
law passed under former
President George W. Bush, all
students must be proficient in

math and reading by 2014.
Tuesday’s results show again
that students in Florida and
across the country are still far
from reaching that goal.
Florida plans to apply for a
waiver from the law that’s being
offered by President Barack
Obama and the U.S.
Department of Education while
Congress works on changes.
Democrats and Republicans
agree the law needs fixing.
Under No Child Left
Behind, even schools making
improvements can be labeled as
failures. Critics say that has discouraged states from adopting
higher standards.
In Florida, just 10 percent of
all elementary, middle and high
schools this year were deemed
to have made adequate yearly
progress under No Child Left
Behind.
Read
more:
http://www.abcactionnews.com
/dpp/news/education/floridamath%2C-reading-scoresremain-flat%2C-nationala s s e s s m e n t finds#ixzz1fCJrs1Oa

thousands of readers statewide.
They expect high-level professional journalism from a Black
perspective.
‘Sweet’ award
“We have one of the best
news staffs as well as van
Emmerik Graphic Design, one
of the best design teams in
Florida. They make it all come
together
every
week.
Recognition from your peers –
especially from Tampa Bay’s
Black pro journalists, who
themselves
were
NABJ’s
Chapter of the Year in 2010 –
makes getting an award that
much sweeter.”

Griot Drum Awards also
went
to
journalists
at
BlackintheBay.com, The Tampa
Tribune, St. Petersburg Times,
WFTS-TV ABC Action News
and WUSF Public Media.
For a complete list of other
award
winners,
visit
www.tbabj.com.
Florida
Courier President/CEO Dr.
Glenn W. Cherry, Staff Writers
Ashley Thomas, James Harper
and Andreas Butler, and Senior
Editor Jenise Morgan show off
their winners’ recognition.
(FLORIDA COURIER STAFF)

